Bank Grade Module – Full Bank Capability for Agency Banks.

The Bank Grade module is an enhancement to Fusion Bacsactive-IP enabling the communication of additional records types originating from banks.

The Bacs approved Bank Grade module provides banks, and other financial institutions with full bank capability for their Bacs processes.

Whether you are a new financial institution, or a long time established agency bank, the Fusion Bacsactive-IP Bank Grade module is an invaluable tool to help you streamline your financial processes.

Developed to work seamlessly with existing Fusion Bacsactive-IP installations the module brings the full range of bank grade record types to Fusion Bacsactive-IP.

Supported Bank Originated Records Include:
- Debit Data Records
- Credit Data Records
- Debit Contra Records
- Credit Contra Records
- Unpaid Claims
- Debit Routings
- Standing Order Recalls
- Unpaid Automated Direct Debits
- Unapplied Automated Credits

The Bank Grade module is available with Fusion Bacsactive-IP HSM and Workflow modules to create sophisticated, fully automated payment solutions.

Fusion Bacsactive-IP with Bank Grade provides financial institutions with a powerful, modular and scalable Bacstel-IP solution that can be fully customized to maximize the effectiveness of any payments process.

Features & Benefits
- Seamless integration with Fusion Bacsactive-IP
- Full range of automation options when combined with Fusion Bacsactive-IP Workflow.
- Support for submission via HSM for total automation.
- Supports all UK Bacs Bank Originated record types.
- Fully scalable Software as a Service (SaaS) solution.
- UK Based Support Team and Call Centre.
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